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“In our market,

regulatory
impact
is significant, precluding various forms
of competition that are commonplace
in most industries. Innovative IT is critical
to achieve a competitive advantage
through excellent B2B customer service.”
Brian Margolies, CIO,
Allied Beverage Group

Allied Beverage Group is New Jersey’s biggest wholesale distributor
of wines and spirits. Formed from a three-way merger in the late
1990s, the group is now among the ten largest such distributors
in the United States.1
In a marketplace where superb customer service differentiates,
Allied needed stronger technology with which to compete. As Allied’s
predecessor firms each brought its own technologies, this served
to fragment and disintegrate IT systems and the organization.
So, when Brian Margolies was brought in as the organization’s first
CIO in 2009, he immediately launched a 90-day review to find out what
worked and what didn’t. This resulted in a three-year, fully aligned,
strategic IT plan. With Board support, he’s realized nearly all his goals
“on time and under budget” in only two years.
He consolidated most IT resources and applications in a shared
services center, overhauled the network infrastructure and instilled
much more discipline in the IT function, reducing system downtime
from up to one hour per week to greater than 99 percent availability. A
new self-service e-commerce portal is designed to transition the sales
staff toward consultative selling and increased revenue, and even won
an award for technical innovation.2
What’s next on the list? Margolies wants to enhance the e-commerce
engine with Web 2.0 capabilities and integrated content useful to
supply chain partners, move to electronic proof of delivery and use
predictive analysis to manage Allied’s inventory.
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